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A piece of data or content is open if anyone 
is free to use, reuse, and redistribute it — 
subject only, at most, to the requirement to 
attribute and/or share-alike.

http://opendefinition.org/

http://opendefinition.org/


It has become more important where we 
publish than what we publish. 

The tools we use for impact assessment are 
slow, limited and proprietary.
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We need to move beyond Open Access 
for all research outputs. 

Open Metrics are needed for the timely, 
comprehensive and reproducible 
evaluation of the impact of research.



Open up (and standardize) 
the publication metadata 

Funding Information

InstitutionsAuthors

Subject Area 
Classification

?



Open up reference lists (and 
make them machine-readable)

On a broader scale, these findings suggest that as a community
we are far from managing data citation in a manner that allows the
development of tools and services such as data citation metrics, or
other integrative applications. Text-mining can be used to extend
structured data citation, and could be a basis for the development
of services to help authors or editors to add structured content at
the beginning of the publication process, rather than after the fact.
Furthermore, feeding this citation information back to the source
databases provides leads for database curators and contributes to
the deeper integration of public data resources.

Outcomes

N All the data described in this article are available at http://
europepmc.org/ftp/oa/AccNoAnalysisData/.

N The Whatizit ANA pipeline for ENA, UniProt and PDB
accession numbers is integrated into the ePMC infrastructure
and all the gathered accession numbers are available via the
ePMC web site and web services (http://europepmc.org/
WebServices).

N The extensions and improvements to the Whatizit ANA
pipeline will be applied to the ePMC core program of named
entity recognition and will be available via the web site and
web services.

N Tagged versions of the OA article set will be made available on
an ongoing basis from the FTP site in the future.

N Accession numbers mined from articles will be fed back to the
source databases to further improve the integration of
literature with data.

Supporting Information

File S1 Journal based analysis of the OA-PMC articles.
This file presents distribution of the articles as well as the
publisher-annotated articles based on the journals in the OA-PMC
set.
(XLSX)
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Open up links to data and 
other resources

http://dx.doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0096617



Open up what we measure

RESEARCH ARTICLE

VIEWED SAVED DISCUSSED RECOMMENDED CITED

PLOS HTML
PLOS PDF
PLOS XML
PMC HTML
PMC PDF

CiteULike
Mendely

NatureBlogs
ScienceSeeker
ResearchBlogging
PLOS Comments
Wikipedia
Twitter
Facebook

F1000 Prime CrossRef
PMC
Web of Science
Scopus

Increasing Engagement

http://dx.doi.org/10.3789/isqv25no2.2013.04



yes
87 %

no
13 %

Data from 9,969 random CrossRef DOIs from 2011 and 2012, collected June 22, 2014. 
Facebook Debugger: https://developers.facebook.com/tools/debug
DOIs: http://dx.doi.org/10.6084/M9.FIGSHARE.821209 (2011) and http://dx.doi.org/
10.6084/M9.FIGSHARE.821213 (2012)

Facebook can’t resolve all 
DOIs to a canonical URL 

Cookies
Circular redirects
Permissions
Canonical URL mismatch

Open up content to be alm-able



Open up what is measured

Sunday, 13 October 13

Articles Books Datasets Software



Open up what is measured

http://labs.lagotto.io/works/url/https://github.com/faircloth-lab/phyluce



Days since publication
August 27, 2014

Open up the time window

http://alm.plos.org/articles/info:doi/10.1371/journal.pone.0105948



Open up the events behind 
the numbers

http://alm.plos.org/articles/info:doi/10.1371/journal.pone.0105948
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Open up the metrics data 



https://github.com/articlemetrics/alm-report

Open up the software to collect 
and analyze the metrics data

https://github.com/articlemetrics/lagotto



Open up the service to collect 
and analyze the metrics data
CrossRef Labs has started a pilot project to collect events 
around all CrossRef DOIs issued since January 2011.

A DOI Event Tracker (DET) CrossRef working group was 
formed in May 2014 to support this pilot.

The service is available at http://det.labs.crossref.org, and 
is using the Lagotto software.

Uusing the Lagotto software, the Public Knowledge 
Project is providing an ALM service for publishers running 
Open Journal Systems (OJS)

http://det.labs.crossref.org


Open up data quality checks

https://github.com/articlemetrics/data-quality/blob/master/alerts/decreasing_2014_11_03.md

Work by Scott Chamberlain using 
the rOpenSci R package alm 
https://github.com/ropensci/alm

https://github.com/ropensci/alm


Open up your mind to the 
limitations of metrics

Any metric we use 
should have good 
reliability (consistency) 
and validity.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Validity_(statistics)#mediaviewer/File:Reliability_and_validity.svg



Open up the discussion

 

 
 
 
 
 

Alternative Metrics Initiative 
Phase 1 

White Paper 
 

June 6, 2014 
 

http://www.niso.org/topics/tl/altmetrics_initiative/

Phase II of the project starts in early 2015



This presentation is made available under a 
CC-BY 4.0 license.

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/


PKP’s 
Article Level Metrics

Service
Juan Pablo Alperin (@juancommander)



ALMs and altmetrics 
for

developing countries

our main motivation is
to offer



what should be our
motivation

for caring about 
altmetrics/ALM

@juancommander



• new ways gaining visibility
• new ways demonstrating visibility

• good articles can stand out from journal
• researchers can stand out for good work

@juancommander



• counting some forms of public impact 
• being rewarded for other kinds of impact

• incentive to gear research to public(local?) interests
• move away from dependencies on measures 
biased against the South

@juancommander



¡¡CAUTION!!

@juancommander



the signal is

LOW
@juancommander



I looked at all articles 
published in SciELO for 

2013



only ~20% had 
Mendeley readers



only 6% had Tweets



only 3% had Facebook



so altmetrics may not tell 
us much in the developing 

country context....yet



            launched an 

ALM

giving priority to the developing world

using

@juancommander



            launched an 

ALM

giving priority to the small publishers

using

@juancommander



our plan

@juancommander



make these metrics 
prominent 

on article pages
the tried and true “shove it in people’s faces” approach

@juancommander



hopefully: 
•change culture around communicating research

•open minds to alternative measures of impact

•attract readers to a different group of journals 

•give an incentive to do research of public interest

@juancommander



caveat

• we are doing this as a pilot... 

• which means: we are not fully supporting 
this. 



That said...

• we are collecting metrics for over 150,000 
articles already



also

• The ALM plugin has TWO parts:

• Usage Metrics: anyone can show these

• ALMs: these require a little bit of setup



• must upgrade to latest OJS (at least 2.4.3)

• ALM plugin already built in!

• For ALMs, you must assign DOIs 

• not required for you to show your download 
stats

• PKP has a new partnership with CrossRef 
and a new plugin that makes this easier in 
OJS 2.4.5: https://pkp.sfu.ca/crossref/

requirements

https://pkp.sfu.ca/crossref/
https://pkp.sfu.ca/crossref/




1. upgrade to OJS 2.4.5 (2.4.3 OK, but 2.4.5 
better)

this is harder than it looks. Make sure you get some 
support to make sure your usage metrics are migrated 
properly from older installations. 

You have the option of processing your server logs to 
capture these correctly

interested?



2. if you want to collect ALMs, set up your DOIs in 
OJS (preferably to automatic deposit, see details: 
http://pkp.sfu.ca/crossref/)

3. go to http://pkp-alm.lib.sfu.ca and make an account 
(try to login, you’ll be redirected to Mozilla 
Persona Sign-on)

interested?

http://pkp.sfu.ca/crossref/
http://pkp.sfu.ca/crossref/
http://pkp-alm.lib.sfu.ca
http://pkp-alm.lib.sfu.ca


4. enter your API key into the Plugin Settings 
page

5. email me with (juan@alperin.ca): the URL 
to your journal, your DOI prefix

interested?

mailto:juan@alperin.ca
mailto:juan@alperin.ca


that is it!



thank 
you

@juancommander


